
 
 

 
 

 

A- Answer these questions from the email: 

1. What’s Lucas’s favourite sport? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

2. Why does he like it? --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

3. What equipment does he need? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 

A- Complete the sentences with the correct words (the first letter is given): 

1. I don’t see football matches at home. I always go to the s ──  ──  ──  ──  ──  ──   

2. The bike is the main equipment in the sport of c ──  ──  ──  ──  ──  ──   

3. We should say it’s a q ──  ──  ──  ──  ──  ──  past one, not fifteen past one.  

4. The p ──  ──  ──  ──  is the place where we play football. 

B- Match  then write the expressions: 

1) blow a) a team              --------------------------- 

2) go b) a game              --------------------------- 

3) win c) the whistle        --------------------------- 

4) beat d) on holiday         --------------------------- 

C- complete the sentences with the expressions (AD) below: 

ice rink full time disc jockey boxing ring 

1. My new manager proposes --------------------------- job for me with a good salary. 

2. My cousin, Adam, is a talented ---------------------------. He plays great songs in 4ALL radio station. 

3. The --------------------------- temperature should be -7°C maximum. 

4. Bader Harry usually knocks out his rivals on the ----------------------- just a few seconds from the start.   

 

 

Hi! I’m Lucas and I’m from Biarritz, in France. My favourite sport is surfing. Why do I like surfing 
so much? There are two reasons. Firstly, I live near the sea, so I love all water sports. Secondly, 
surfing is an exciting sport! My mum says it’s dangerous and difficult but I think it’s amazing! 

You need a wetsuit and a surfboard. A good surfboard costs more than £400, so surfing is 
expensive. You can borrow a board from a friend of course, that’s free! 

I usually go surfing at the weekend with my friends. We aren’t surfing at the moment because 
we are having exams now! 

Sam 
Lucas 
My Favourite Sport 
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A- Complete with the correct form of the present simple or the present continuous. Use 

the verbs in the list: 

encourage do swim sleep pay not work 
 

1. A: listen! Someone ----------------------------- in the pool although it is dark. 
B: but I think the water is still warm. 

2. You always ----------------------------- for the tickets, but this time is my turn. 
3. At this moment, the funs ----------------------------- the runners by shouting and clapping. 
4. Dooley is a well-known disc jockey. She never ----------------------------- at night 
5. A: what -------------- you -------------------, Bob!? 

B: Nothing daddy! Just watching TV. 
6. Mum is a teacher. She----------------------------- in the summer. 

B- Fill in with the correct form of the adverbs of manner use the adjectives in brackets:    

1. Darren plays tennis pretty ---------------------- (good) 
2. Lucy participated in the sack race tournament but she arrived ---------------------- (late) 
3. My cousin Robin is so funny. He usually speaks to me --------------------------- (silly) 
4. David Oliver jumps ---------------------- over the hurdles in the 110 meters race. (easy) 

C-  Write the time in letters: 

05:12 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

22:41 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 

D- Write the time in numbers use PM/AM: 

- It’s seven to nine in the evening 
 ---------------------- 

- It’s half past eight in the morning 
 ---------------------- 

 

: 

Write a description of your favourite school subject. Respect these steps: 

1- Give your description a title                2-     say what’s (are) your favourite subject(s)        

3-    Why do you like it (them)?                   4-     what are you going to do in the future?  
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